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Abstract

In this study, we argue that the increasingly popular concept of subjectivity

is in need of a more fine-grained analysis, and we make an attempt to set up

a typology of distinct sub-categories. We first discuss a number of problems

that emerge from the literature, such as the conflicting views on the nature

of subjectivity, and the general vagueness of the way speaker-involvement is

defined in order to detect subjectivity. On the basis of two case studies, we

then propose to distinguish between at least three types of subjectivity, one

pragmatic type relating to the use of an expression, and two semantic types

where speaker-involvement pertains to the meaning of an expression. The

distinction between the latter two types is based on syntactic criteria, and

semantically relates to whether a particular item functions in the build-up

of the content of a message, or in the enactment of the speaker’s position

with respect to this content.

Keywords: attitudinal adjectives; causal conjunctions; pragmatics-

semantics distinction; subjectification; subjectivity

1. Introduction

The concepts of ‘subjectivity’ and ‘subjectification’ have become increas-

ingly popular in the cognitive-functional literature of the last twenty years

or so (see, for instance, Langacker 1985, 1990; Lyons 1982, 1995: 293–

342; Nuyts 2001; Stein and Wright 1995; Traugott 1989; Traugott and

Dasher 2002). As a working definition, ‘subjectivity’ roughly covers the

fact that a particular element or construction requires reference to the
speaker in its interpretation, and ‘subjectification’ can be regarded as its

diachronic counterpart, viz. the process whereby an element or a con-

struction develops new senses that require speaker-reference. In spite of
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their popularity, however, both concepts remain surprisingly ill-defined:

there is a lack of good formal criteria to detect subjectivity in a particular

item, i.e., to measure how and why the item relates to the speaker, and

from a diachronic perspective there is often some confusion between the

role of the speaker in the process of change and the eventual speaker-

relatedness of the new senses that are the outcome of this process. In this

paper, we will argue that this confusion is due to the fact that the speaker
can be involved in an utterance in many di¤erent ways, most of which

have at some point in the literature been associated with subjectivity and

subjectification. On the basis of two case studies, one dealing with evalua-

tive adjectives in Dutch and another dealing with causal conjunctions in

English, we will try to disentangle these di¤erent aspects of speaker-

involvement, and we will show that it is possible to delineate one par-

ticular aspect of speaker-involvement on the basis of sound grammatical

criteria, which we think covers, at least in part, the basic intuition behind
subjectivity and subjectification as they were initially conceived.

Before going into more detail about the problems surrounding the no-

tions of subjectivity and subjectification, we will first discuss a number of

concrete examples to illustrate the usefulness of these concepts in seman-

tic description, mainly with ‘minimal pair’ structures taken from the do-

mains of prepositions (Langacker 1985: 115), modal verbs (Langacker

1990: 25–29; Traugott and Dasher 2002: 105–151) and epistemic adverbs

(Traugott and Dasher 2002: 152–189). In the domain of prepositions, for
instance, it is possible to make a distinction between constructions like (1)

and (2) below (adapted from Langacker 1985: 115).

(1) Jill is sitting across the table from Robyn.

(2) Jill is sitting across the table.

In both cases, the preposition refers to some spatial configuration, but the

crucial di¤erence is whether or not the speaker figures in the interpreta-
tion of the prepositional phrase as a whole. In (1), the spatial configura-

tion denoted by across need not make reference to the speaker: instead, it

defines how two participants, Jill and Robyn, are seated with respect to

each other. In (2), on the other hand, the spatial configuration crucially

needs to include the speaker: in the absence of a from-phrase, across is in-

terpreted as referring to the spatial relation between the subject of the

clause and the speaker (or some other perspective the speaker has tempo-

rarily adopted, as could be the case, for instance, in describing seating ar-
rangements of people in a picture). Thus, the construction in (2) can be

regarded as the subjective counterpart of the construction in (1), because

it has to make reference to the speaker in its interpretation.
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A similar distinction can be made in the domain of modal verbs. If one

compares the two uses of won’t in (3) and (4), for instance, the di¤erence

again relates to the way the speaker figures in the interpretation of the

modal verb.

(3) Mum won’t let us go out tonight. I asked her but she said we had

partied more than enough this week.

(4) Judith won’t be late. She never is.

In (3), the modal verb describes the unwillingness of the subject of the

clause: the mother is unwilling to give permission to let her children go
out. In (4), on the other hand, the modal verb does not describe any char-

acteristic of the clausal subject, but instead the process of reasoning of

the speaker: it marks the speaker’s judgement that Judith is unlikely to

be late. So again, the modal verb in (4) can be regarded as the subjective

counterpart of the one in (3), because it refers to a judgement by the

speaker rather than an action or a characteristic of one of the clausal

participants.

The contrast between the modal verbs in (3) and (4) is also diachroni-
cally relevant, as noted by, for instance, Langacker (1990), Sweetser (1990:

49–75) and Traugott (1989). The two senses are of course not unrelated:

the subjective sense in (4) is historically secondary, and can be related to

the willingness sense in (3) on the basis of a process of semanticization of

pragmatic aspects of meaning (i.e., ‘pragmatic strengthening’, the general

process described in Traugott and Dasher 2002). Concretely, saying that

someone is willing to do something pragmatically also implicates that it

is likely that it will happen (see Bybee et al. 1995; Van der Auwera and
Plungian 1998). Compare, for instance, how a statement about willing-

ness can be used felicitously to reply to a question about likelihood, as in

(5). Such pragmatic aspects of meaning can become increasingly associ-

ated with the use of expressions of willingness, up to the point where they

are semanticized. This process crucially involves cases that are vague be-

tween the two senses, like (6) below which can be interpreted as stating

that the US is either unwilling or unlikely to allow meat import, and

eventually leads to cases where only the meaning of likelihood is present,
as in (4) above. Thus, the development of a modal verb like will from

willingness senses, which do not necessarily relate to the speaker, to

senses of likelihood, which do, can be regarded as an instance of the pro-

cess of subjectification, whereby an item gains senses that explicitly in-

clude the speaker into their interpretation.

(5) A: Will this volume ever get published?

B: Well, Judith said she was willing to edit it.
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(6) That’s why the US subsidises its farmers and won’t allow too much

of our meat on to its markets. (CB)1

A similar process can be observed in the development of certain types
of epistemic adverbs, as noted by Traugott (1995) and Traugott and

Dasher (2002: 152–189). If one looks at an item like indeed, for instance,

the historically prior sense is ‘in action’, as contrasted with ‘in thought’ or

‘in words’, illustrated in (7) below. Given that something can be described

as ‘in action’, however, this often also implies that the speaker is certain

that it is really the case, because it can be observed (Traugott and Dasher

2002: 60–61). As with the modal verbs, such pragmatically derived as-

pects of interpretation can become more strongly associated with the
item, leading to instances that are vague between the ‘in action’ reading

and the ‘I am sure’ reading, like (8), and eventually to instances that

only have the speaker-related interpretation, as in (9), where indeed just

marks certainty. Again, this process of semantic change is an instance of

subjectification, because an item that initially did not have any speaker-

related interpretation gains new senses that do.

(7) ‘‘Vuolf,’’ quod �e vox him �o, ‘‘Al �at �ou hauest her

Wolf said the fox 3sg.dat then All that you have here

bifore I-do, In �ohut, in speche, and in dede [ . . . ]’’

before done in thought, in speech and in action

‘Wolf,’ said Fox to him then, ‘All that you have done before this, in
thought, in speech, and in action [ . . . ]’ (Traugott and Dasher 2002:

159)

(8) ofte in storial mateer scripture rehersith the comune

often in historical matters scripture repeats the common

opynyoun of men, and a‰rmeth not, that it was so in dede

opinion of men and a‰rms not that it was so in actuality

‘Often where matters of history are concerned, scripture repeats

men’s common opinion, but does not a‰rm that it was so
in actuality [rather than opinion].’ (Traugott and Dasher 2002: 160)

(9) The men of �e town had suspecion to hem, �at her tydyngis were

lyes (as it was in dede), risen.

‘The men of the town, being suspicious that their reports were lies

(as was certainly true), rose.’ (Traugott and Dasher 2002: 161)

2. Problems in defining subjectivity

In spite of the frequent use of the concepts of subjectivity and subjectifica-

tion, and the genuinely useful generalizations they o¤er for cases like (1)–

(9) above, there are quite a number of problems surrounding the definition
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and application of the two concepts, some that are well-known and others

that have less often been discussed in the literature.

A first problem is that the two most prominent authors on subjectivity

and subjectification define the concepts in a slightly di¤erent way, as sug-

gested by their (sparse) mutual comments in Langacker (2003) and Trau-

gott (1995). Part of the problem can be stated as follows: in Langacker’s

(1985, 1990) terminology, ‘subjective’ is opposed to ‘objective’, but ‘ob-
jective’ does not mean ‘non-speaker-related’, as could have been expected.

Instead, the terminological distinction between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’

relates to the question of whether or not the speaker is explicitly men-

tioned in the form of a particular item or construction. To give a simple

example, adapted from Langacker (1985: 118–119, 1990: 12–13), the NPs

in (10) and in (11) both require reference to the speaker in their interpre-

tation, but the formal encoding of the speaker is done in di¤erent ways.

In (10), the speaker is explicitly mentioned in the construction, with the
pronoun me, while in (11), proximity to the speaker is part of the meaning

of the demonstrative this, but the speaker as such is not mentioned at all.

The demonstrative this in (11) is an example of what Langacker would

call a subjective item, while the prepositional phrase next to me in (10) is

what he would call its objective counterpart.

(10) The man next to me is James.

(11) This man is James.

What this means is that from the perspective of a general definition of

subjectivity in terms of speaker-relatedness, as found in the work of Trau-

gott (1989), both Langacker’s ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ are speaker-

related, and therefore ‘subjective’. In Langacker’s terms, the di¤erence is

not whether something is speaker-related or not, but how explicitly refer-

ence to the speaker figures in the form of the utterance. Thus, the relation

between the two approaches can be conceptualized as in Figure 1, with

two axes, one relating to whether a particular item or construction re-
quires reference to the speaker or not for its interpretation, and an or-

thogonal axis for the speaker-related side, depending on whether or not

the speaker explicitly figures in the form of the item or construction. The

first axis, represented most clearly in the work of Traugott (e.g., 1989), is

also the classic understanding of subjectivity as found in earlier sources

like Benveniste (1966 [1958]) (Traugott and Dasher 2002: 19–20 provide

a more extensive overview of earlier work on subjectivity). According to

Langacker, by contrast, the relevance of the second axis, which could be
seen as a subdivision of the classic category of ‘subjective’ structures, is a

matter of profiling: within the general category of structures that require

reference to the speaker, those structures that do so in a formally implicit
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way are grammatically special because they are the most typical way to

‘ground’ an NP or a clause, i.e., to link it to the here-and-now of the

speech event.2

A second, more fundamental, problem with the notion of subjectivity is

the absence of a definition and a set of criteria that can unambiguously

distinguish between expressions that classify as subjective and those that

classify as non-subjective. The elusiveness of the notion of subjectivity has

not gone unnoticed in the literature, and has even led some authors to
avoid the concept altogether. A recent example is Narrog, who in his

work on modality chooses not to apply the notion of subjectivity or

speaker-relatedness because existing definitions tend to be too vague and,

consequently, give no clear indication as to ‘‘where to draw the borderline

between subjective and objective’’ (2005: 170).

Even if it is perhaps impossible to provide any definitive solutions, it

may be helpful to try to elucidate what it is exactly that makes subjec-

tivity so hard to pin down. One underlying di‰culty stems from the fact
that essentially all language use passes through a speaker and is, as such,

speaker-related. Every choice of words figures in the speaker’s larger dis-

course and is indicative of the speaker’s attitudes and rhetorical strategies.

In this sense, subjectivity relates to the use of an expression, not to the

conceptual content carried by that expression. Intuitively, it seems rela-

tively easy to distinguish between expressions whose semantic structure

makes reference to the speaker and expressions that are chosen by a

speaker because they present or ‘construe’ a situation in such a way as to

Figure 1. Langacker’s vs. Traugott’s definition of subjectivity
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suit his or her private rhetorical goals. The real di‰culty is that the ex-

pressions that are inherently subjective tend to derive from expressions

that are merely used subjectively, which is, of course, what happens when

pragmatic strengthening (Traugott and Dasher 2002) gives rise to seman-

ticised forms of subjectivity.

The point is well-illustrated by an example from Wright (1994, 1995),

also quoted by Narrog (2005). Wright claims that certain uses of the pro-
gressive in English do not have an aspectual function but convey an atti-

tude on the part of the speaker. Thus, according to Wright, the progres-

sives in (12) cannot ‘‘be judged in terms of general aspectual criteria like

duration, temporariness, iteration or framing,’’ but instead capture ‘‘the

speaker’s own assessment of a particular situation’’ (1994: 469).

(12) a. I’m warning you. (Wright 1994: 469)

b. You’re telling me you don’t love me anymore. (Wright 1995:
156)

The question is whether such ‘‘modal progressives’’, as Wright calls them,

are inherently subjective and non-aspectual or simply represent a rhe-

torical use of the aspectual meaning normally expressed by the progres-

sive. Wright can only maintain that the modal progressives in (12)

are non-aspectual by treating them strictly ‘‘in truth-conditional terms’’

(1994: 470). Once we let go of truth-conditionality, it can be shown that
construing a situation as ongoing by means of the progressive has certain

rhetorical advantages. Thus, by representing the speech act of warning in

(12a) as ongoing, a speaker can maintain the tension of the warning,

without being forced to choose between losing credibility or acting out

the implied threat. Similarly, pretending that the implied interlocutor in

(12b) is still in the process of revealing his or her feelings can either create

the impression that the interlocutor is interrupted by the speaker, thus in-

creasing dramatic e¤ect, or serve to suggest that the interlocutor has not
yet finished speaking, thus o¤ering an opportunity to clear away a painful

misunderstanding. This suggests that modal progressives retain their as-

pectual meaning and are merely used subjectively. Nonetheless, it is un-

doubtedly true that the examples in (12) have a certain idiomatic ring, in-

dicating that the modal interpretation may no longer be an optional,

pragmatic side-e¤ect of the semantics of the expressions. It may be clear

from this that the issue is a substantial one, but also that it essentially

links up to the more general problem of marking o¤ the semantic from
the pragmatic, and need not invalidate the notion of subjectivity per se—

even if by its nature the latter is especially vulnerable to the confusion be-

tween di¤erent realms of meaning.
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Still, not all problems with subjectivity can be relegated to the

semantics/pragmatics debate. Even when there is clear evidence that

some interpretation of an expression is fully semanticised, certain di‰cul-

ties remain in labelling that interpretation as ‘subjective’. To recognise

those di‰culties, consider the examples in (13).

(13) a. You may leave now.

b. The trail runs along the river.

c. The surgeon used to eat his soup with a fork instead of a

spoon.

In these examples, the modal auxiliary may in (13a) will probably be most

readily recognised as subjective, since it marks permission granted by the

speaker. By contrast, example (13b) is a familiar instance of a motion

verb—run—used to describe a static spatial configuration (adapted from

Langacker 1990: 19). Langacker sees such uses as subjectified because
‘‘spatial motion on the part of an objectively construed participant is re-

placed by subjective motion (mental scanning) on the part of the concep-

tualizer’’ (1990: 19). It seems intuitively clear, however, that while the use

of run in (13b) requires a mental operation on the part of the speaker, the

speaker him- or herself does not figure in the interpretation of run, which

simply describes a scene in the world ‘out there’. Example (13c) is less

straightforward, but could be analysed along similar lines. Schwenter

and Traugott (1995) treat the complex preposition instead of as a marker
of ‘substitution’, and therefore consider its meaning subjective, since ‘‘the

classes of lexical referents that can be treated as instances of substitution

require pragmatic access to assessments of appropriateness of fit between

referents, as well as attitudes based in experience, expectation, and other

types of temporal distance’’ (1995: 246). Clearly, instead of does not de-

scribe a situation in the external world like run in (13b). Nevertheless,

one might again argue that while the semantics of instead of involves no-

tions of expectation and fit, and therefore requires complicated operations
of mental assessment by the speaker, it is still not used to establish a

speaker’s position as with may in (13a)—for example, to express his or

her surprise—nor does a successful interpretation of instead of depend

on knowledge about the speaker, again, as with may in (13a). It appears

from this that we would somehow be over-generalising, if we placed the

three examples in (13) all under the single heading of subjectivity.

Observe that both Traugott and Langacker seem to see subjectivity as a

gradient phenomenon. This is apparent from Traugott’s definition of sub-
jectification, according to which meanings ‘‘become increasingly based

in the speaker’s subjective belief state/attitude toward the proposition

[italics added]’’ (1989: 35), and further from Langacker’s (2003) notion
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of ‘‘extreme subjectification’’, which again implies a gradient. The gradi-

ence of subjectivity may o¤er a way out from what looks like a danger-

ously vague use of the term, but, obviously, if subjectivity is to be thought

of as gradient, we should also be able to recognise di¤erent types or levels

of subjectivity, and find ways to distinguish between them. It is this point

that we turn to in the following section.

3. Two case studies

A view of subjectivity as a gradient—or heterogeneous—phenomenon

calls for some sort of typology that is capable of identifying separate

types within the broad domain of subjectivity. The purpose of this section

is to take some steps in this direction by showing that seemingly similar
subjective or diachronically subjectified expressions display diverging syn-

tactic behaviour. In turn, this divergence in syntactic behaviour is indica-

tive of underlying di¤erences in function that can be described in terms of

speaker-relatedness. Syntactic criteria have, of course, been used to distin-

guish subjective from non-subjective items or constructions (see Verhagen

1995 for a clear example), but have not, to our knowledge, been applied

to distinctions within the domain of subjectivity. In what follows, we

present two case-studies, one exploring di¤erences between attitudinal ad-
jectives in Dutch, the other exploring di¤erences between causal conjunc-

tions in English.

3.1. Attitudinal adjectives in Dutch

Attitudinal adjectives express the speaker’s attitude or evaluation of some

object. They are of interest here because, synchronically as well as dia-

chronically, they tend to show di¤erent meanings ‘layered’ in terms of in-

creasing subjectivity. The two examples we will discuss in detail are the

Dutch adjectives leuk and dom. Initially, both adjectives expressed mean-
ings that can be characterised as objective, but in later stages of their de-

velopment they acquired new, speaker-related meanings. According to

the WNT, the standard historical dictionary covering the Modern Dutch

period, leuk originally had the same meaning as its English cognate luke-

in lukewarm, ‘neither hot nor cold’. By extension, however, leuk could

also be used with reference to people, designating a calm and often

slightly mocking attitude. Eventually, leuk came to express a positive

evaluation on the part of the speaker, meaning ‘pleasant, nice’. The di¤er-
ent meanings of leuk are illustrated in (14): in (14a) leuk is used with ref-

erence to water and means ‘neither hot nor cold’; in (14b) it is used with

reference to a person and means ‘calm, ironic’; in (14c) leuk is used in
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its only sense still familiar to all speakers of Dutch, ‘pleasant, funny,

agreeable’.

(14) a. Het wrijven van den huid met leuk water en zout . . . is een oud

en best geneesmiddel [ . . . ], berkhey, N. H. 8, 53. (WNT s.v.
leuk)

‘Rubbing the skin with lukewarm water and salt is an old and

adequate remedy.’

b. Een leuke Hollander zegt kalmpjes scherpe, spottende dingen,

met een klein glimpje in zijn oog en een plooitje om zijn mond,

en dan gaat hij weg, en om een hoekje, daar begint hij te grin-

niken in zijn ééntje, acket in Gids 1908, 1, 328. (WNT s.v. leuk)

‘A calm Dutchman will quietly say sharp, mocking things, with
a twinkle in the eye and a little smile on his lips, and then he

will leave, and behind some corner he will start chuckling by

himself.’

c. Dát was een leuke verrassing! [robbers Gel. Fam.] 97. (WNT

s.v. leuk)

‘That was a pleasant surprise!’

Like leuk, the adjective dom used to have a strictly objective meaning,

which it shared with its English cognate dumb, ‘unable to speak’. This

original sense disappeared as dom came to mean ‘unintelligent’—the only

sense in which it is attested in the MNW, the standard dictionary of Mid-

dle Dutch. Particularly in Belgian Dutch, however, dom underwent a fur-

ther semantic development by which it has come to express a negative

attitude on the part of the speaker, meaning ‘annoying, cursed, bloody’.3

This last development is strongly reminiscent of the development under-

gone by English stupid—as in Oh no, I forgot those stupid keys again. The

di¤erent senses of dom that are historically attested are exemplified in

(15), with (15a) illustrating the sense ‘unintelligent’, and (15b) illustrating

the most recent subjectified use, ‘cursed, annoying, bloody’.

(15) a. Alle jonge lieden zijn onwetend, . . . maar ik voor mij, heb

in mijn geheele leven maar twee domme kinderen gekend,

Wildsch. 2, 65. (WNT s.v. dom)

‘All young people are ignorant, but I for one have known in

the course of my life only two foolish children.’

b. Wat was er dan eigenlijk te vreezen of te duchten? ’t was maar

dat domme geld dat er altijd te kort was, st. streuvels, Min-

neh. 1, 87. (WNT s.v. dom)

‘What was there to fear or be anxious about? It was always just

that cursed money that ran short.’
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At first sight, the histories of leuk and dom run remarkably parallel. Both

adjectives started out denoting an objective, physical characteristic (‘luke-

warm’ and ‘unable to speak’). Later they came to describe a psychological

feature (‘calm and ironic’ and ‘unintelligent’), and eventually they ex-

pressed an attitude or evaluation on the part of the speaker (‘pleasant’

and ‘cursed/annoying’). In each case, the first change illustrates the devel-

opment from meanings describing aspects of the physical world to mean-
ings describing people’s psychological states, while the second appears to

represent genuine subjectification that involves the speaker.4

The similarity found on the level of semantic development is somewhat

deceptive, however, since in syntactic terms the most recent, subjectified

uses of leuk and dom show markedly di¤erent behaviour, at least syn-

chronically. Among the tests to demonstrate this are a number of syntac-

tic operations commonly used to distinguish attribute from non-attribute

uses (see for instance Breban and Davidse 2003: 274–289 on adjectives of
comparison). These show that dom in its most recent subjectified use is

syntactically ‘restricted’ in a number of ways that do not apply to leuk.

For one, subjective dom is not gradable, nor does it take intensifiers; and,

in addition, it cannot be used predicatively. This is apparent, for example,

from the ambiguity patterns of dom. In (16a) dom is ambiguous between

its non-subjective, psychological sense, ‘unintelligent’, and its subjectified

sense, ‘annoying, cursed’. By contrast, in (16b), where the superlative form

domst is used, the ambiguity is resolved in favour of the ‘unintelligent’
reading. Similarly, in (16c), where dom is used with an intensifier, and in

(16d), where it is used predicatively, dom can only mean ‘unintelligent’.

(16) a. Met de domme ministers werd snel komaf gemaakt onder het

nieuwe regime.

‘The unintelligent/cursed ministers were quickly done away

with under the new regime.’

b. Met de domste ministers werd snel komaf gemaakt onder het
nieuwe regime.

‘The least intelligent ministers were quickly done away with

under the new regime.’

c. Met de echt domme ministers werd snel komaf gemaakt onder

het nieuwe regime.

‘The really unintelligent ministers were quickly done away with

under the new regime.’

d. De ministers met wie snel komaf werd gemaakt onder het
nieuwe regime waren dom.

‘The ministers that were quickly done away with under the new

regime were unintelligent.’
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Where the subjective use of dom is not ambiguous with the ‘unintelligent’

sense, the syntactic tests simply yield ungrammatical, or at least non-

sensical sentences, as shown in (17). Notice, incidentally, that the gloss

cursed is sometimes acceptable in English—most clearly so in (17d)—but

only under its original reading, ‘put under a curse’.

(17) a. Op een dag verdwaalt die archeoloog nog in zijn domme

woestijn.

‘One day that archaeologist will get lost in his cursed/

*unintelligent desert.’

b. *Op een dag verdwaalt die archeoloog nog in zijn domste

woestijn.
*‘One day that archaeologist will get lost in his most cursed

desert.’

c. *Op een dag verdwaalt die archeoloog nog in zijn erg domme

woestijn.

*‘One day that archaeologist will get lost in his very cursed

desert.’

d. *De woestijn waarin die archeoloog op een dag nog verdwaalt

is dom.
*‘The desert in which that archaeologist will get lost one day is

cursed.’

If we compare the behaviour of subjective dom to that of subjective
leuk, the latter shows none of the syntactic restrictions found with dom.

Thus, leuk continues to be gradable, takes intensifiers, and can be used

predicatively, as is shown in (18).

(18) a. Die leuke film heb ik gisteren al gezien.
‘That pleasant film I already saw yesterday.’

b. Die leukste film heb ik gisteren al gezien.

‘That most pleasant film I already saw yesterday.’

c. Die erg leuke film heb ik gisteren al gezien.

‘That very pleasant film I already saw yesterday.’

d. Die film die ik gisteren heb gezien was leuk.

‘That film I saw yesterday was pleasant.’

In brief, adjectives that appear to have undergone the same semantic de-

velopment end up behaving di¤erently under syntactic tests.

The syntactic di¤erences between the adjectives dom and leuk reach

further than has been revealed so far. Di¤erent syntactic behaviour is also
elicited by focusability tests, which indicate that dom, unlike leuk, can no

longer function as the focus of a wh-question or as the focus of negation.

Thus, in their subjective uses, leuk but not dom can be questioned by wat
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voor (‘what kind of ’), as is shown by the fact that (19a) can be answered

felicitously with (19b) but not (19b 0).

(19) a. A: Wat voor picknickmand was de bergbeklimmer vergeten?

‘What kind of picnic basket had the mountaineer forgotten?’

b. B: De bergbeklimmer was een leuke picknickmand vergeten.

‘The mountaineer had forgotten a nice picnic basket.’
b 0. B: *De bergbeklimmer was een domme picknickmand

vergeten.

*‘The mountaineer had forgotten a cursed picnic basket.’

Similarly, in their subjective uses, leuk can fall under the scope of a

negator but dom cannot. This is apparent from the fact that the negator

geen in (20a) can only negate the noun advocaat ‘lawyer’, not the preced-

ing adjective—that is, (20a) asserts that the subject is not a lawyer. By
contrast, the negator geen in (20b) can negate leuk—that is, the subject

can still be a lawyer, though not a nice one. In this respect, leuk behaves

like non-subjective dom, which can also be negated by geen, as is shown

in (20c).5

(20) a. Wees gerust, mijn zus is geen domme advocaat. Ze is een

beeldhouwster.

‘Don’t worry, my sister is not a cursed lawyer. She is a
sculptress.’

b. Helaas, mijn zus is geen leuke advocaat. De getuigen zijn altijd

als de dood voor haar.

‘Unfortunately, my sister is not a pleasant lawyer. The wit-

nesses are always terrified of her.’

c. Wees gerust, mijn zus is geen domme advocaat. Ze heeft nog

nooit een zaak verloren.

‘Don’t worry, my sister is not a dull (unintelligent) lawyer. She
has never lost a case.’

Some further di¤erences between leuk and dom are less clearly related

to focusability but point in the same direction as the focusability tests, in

that they provide additional evidence for a di¤erence in syntactic status.

For instance, subjective dom does not allow coordination with other ad-

jectives, while leuk does. This is again apparent from ambiguity patterns,

as illustrated in (21). Subjective leuk can be coordinated with other adjec-
tives, as shown in (21a). Dom, on the other hand, loses its subjective sense

under coordination and is interpreted as ‘unintelligent’, as shown by the

contrast between (21b) and (21c).

(21) a. Tuinieren is een leuke maar vermoeiende bezigheid.

‘Gardening is a pleasant but tiring activity.’
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b. Hij is misschien een domme misdadiger, maar hij is wel rijk.

‘He may be a cursed/unintelligent criminal, but he is certainly

rich.’

c. Hij is een domme maar rijke misdadiger.

‘He is an unintelligent but rich criminal.’

The di¤ering syntactic ‘profiles’ of subjective dom and leuk suggest that

dom, but not leuk, has moved to a di¤erent plane of functional organiza-

tion. A possible interpretation of the accumulated syntactic evidence is

that dom, unlike leuk, no longer functions to define a subtype of the type

of entity denoted by the noun it modifies, but marks an attitude of the

speaker with regards to an instance of this type. In Langacker’s terms,
we might say that subjective dom does not add to the type specification

of the noun phrase but serves a grounding function, in linking an instance

of a type (or sometimes even the whole situation in which it figures) to the

attitudes of the speaker (cf. Davidse 2001; Langacker 1991; Vandelanotte

2002). The syntactic tests in (19)–(21) above all point in the same direc-

tion. The questioning test in (19) suggests that dom, unlike leuk, does not

serve to sub-classify an entity type through qualification and therefore

does not answer sub-classification questions introduced by wat voor.
Along similar lines, the negation test in (20) suggests that leuk specifies a

subtype, which can subsequently be negated, whereas dom does not, as a

result of which negation with dom can only a¤ect the type denoted by the

noun. The coordination test in (21) indicates that dom, unlike leuk, can-

not be subjected to devices that modify the sub-classification imposed on

a type by an adjective. That dom no longer denotes a quality may further

explain why it cannot be graded, intensified, or predicated of an entity, as

shown in (15)–(17). If we regard the type specification in the noun phrase
as the equivalent of the proposition in the clause—and both as instantia-

tions of some ‘ideational’ (Halliday 1994) level of language which is spe-

cialized in the representation of the world (see further in section 4)—we

can assume that the attitudinal adjective dom has lost its strictly idea-

tional function, and that the function it has taken up in return is ancillary

to grounding.

3.2. Causal conjunctions in English

In several studies of the semantic development of conjunctions in English,

Traugott (1995) and Traugott and König (1991) describe a general pat-

tern of subjectification whereby conjunctions tend to develop senses that
are ‘‘increasingly situated in the speaker’s subjective belief-state/attitude

toward the situation’’ (Traugott 1989: 35). This has been the case, for

instance, in the development of conjunctions like after, as and since. In
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addition to their historically prior temporal senses, these conjunctions

have also developed causal senses, which brings them into a domain

shared with items like because and for. Examples (22)–(23) illustrate the

temporal interpretations: since in (22) and after in (23) mark anteriority

relative to the main clause.

(22) Jao has also been highly visible in pro-democracy activities in Japan

since he came here three years ago. (CB)

(23) After they took the blood test they immediately rang him in his of-

fice. (CB)

Apart from their temporal senses, since and after can both also have
causal interpretations, as illustrated in (24) and (25) below.

(24) Since quality is our number one priority, we do business a little dif-

ferently from most companies. (CB)

(25) But it was only after they wrote to the chairman of IBM which,

along with Sears Roebuck, owns the network, that Prodigy o‰cials

agreed to meet with the group. (CB)

These senses belong to the domain of rhetorical relations rather than

purely temporal ones. The commitment to quality described in the since-

clause in (24) is not necessarily temporally prior to doing business di¤er-

ently, but instead gives the reason why the company does business in a
di¤erent way. Similarly, the action of writing to the chairman described

in the after-clause in (25) should be interpreted as the reason why the of-

ficials agreed to meet the action group rather than as an event that just

happens to be temporally prior, although unlike with since the temporal

feature always remains an aspect of the interpretation. In other words, in

the case of after the causal interpretation still has the status of a cancel-

lable implicature rather than a genuinely distinct meaning. In addition,

the structure in (25) also illustrates the pragmatic process Traugott in-
vokes in order to explain the development of temporal anteriority into

causality, viz. a generalized invited inference based on the maxim post

hoc ergo propter hoc.

In their analysis of these developments, Traugott (1995) and Traugott

and König (1991) argue that the development of causal senses from tem-

poral ones can be regarded as an instance of subjectification. Unlike the

temporal relations, the new senses are rhetorical relations, which means

that they are always a matter of the speaker’s perspective on the situa-
tions described rather than of the situations as such. Put briefly, temporal

succession is an aspect of the world described in the construction, which

can be assessed independently of the speaker’s perspective, while causality
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is not. It is a matter of the speaker’s point of view whether two events or

situations are seen as causing each other: causals are ‘‘essentially expres-

sions of speaker attitude to the relationship of elements within the propo-

sition or of the propositions to each other’’ (Traugott and König 1991:

209). In this analysis, the causal senses are subjective, and their develop-

ment is an instance of subjectification.

As an alternative, we will argue that this understanding of subjectivity
glosses over important grammatical distinctions within this semantic do-

main, which are reminiscent of the di¤erences observed in evaluative ad-

jectives in the preceding section. We will show that, as with evaluative ad-

jectives, these di¤erences can be explained precisely in terms of di¤erences

in speaker-relatedness. If we look at the semantic domain of cause, En-

glish (like most Germanic and Romance languages) has a whole reper-

toire of conjunctions that can be used to express this category, like be-

cause, as, since, for or after. As is well-known, both for English and for
the broader Germanic and Romance area (see Degand 2001; Goethals

2002; Groupe l-l 1975; Günthner 1996; Van Belle 1989; Verstraete 2005),

these conjunctions can be subdivided into at least two categories on the

basis of their syntactic behaviour: as, since and for are distinct from

because and causal uses of after (with the minor complication that be-

cause also has uses in the as/since/for category, to which we will return

below).

A first set of formal di¤erences, well-known in the literature on English
from the traditional distinction between adjuncts and disjuncts (Green-

baum 1969; Quirk et al. 1985), relates to the external structure of the

clauses introduced by causal conjunctions, i.e., the way they function in

the complex sentence as a whole: because- and after-clauses allow integra-

tion into the proposition of the main clause, whereas as-, since- and for-

clauses do not. One reflection of this di¤erence is their divergent potential

for clefting. Because-clauses can easily serve as the focus of a cleft struc-

ture, as illustrated in (26) below, as can causal uses with after, as illus-
trated in (25) above. As-, since- and for-clauses, on the other hand, cannot

serve as focus in a cleft construction while retaining their causal interpre-

tation. With for, the restriction is absolute, as shown in (27) below. With

as and since, the restriction relates to their causal readings: the result of a

clefting operation is either unacceptable, or with ambiguous examples it

induces a shift to a predominantly temporal interpretation, as in (28a)

and (28b) below. Thus, while the basic structure in (28a) is ambiguous be-

tween temporal and causal readings, the interpretation of the focused
structure in (28b) seems to be exclusively temporal (‘it is from the time

when Chaney and Hyde o¤ered support that Howard started hoping for

Filing’s return’).
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(26) It is because you are there that your child can sleep peacefully after

an operation or have the confidence to play with other children.

(CB)

(27) a. Nanpaz himself was part of this local economy, for he supplied

bread as his ancestors had always done, to the people of the

castle. (CB)

b. *It is for he supplied bread that Nanpaz was part of this local
economy.

(28) a. Since Chaney and Hyde have said they will actively campaign

in support of Filing, Howard’s hope is that Filing will now

come back and be re-endorsed as the Liberal candidate. (CB)

b. It is since Chaney and Hyde have said they will actively cam-

paign in support of Filing that Howard’s hope is that Filing will

now come back and be re-endorsed as the Liberal candidate.

Further reflections of the same di¤erence in external structure relate to

wh-questioning and the potential to function within the scope of negation.

A clause introduced by because can serve as an answer to the question

why,6 whereas clauses introduced by since, as and for cannot, as illus-

trated for since in (29) below. Similarly, a because-clause can fall within

the scope of negation, while causal clauses introduced by since, as and for

cannot, as can be seen by comparing (30a) and (30b) below.

(29) ?Why does Howard hope for Filing’s return? He has been hoping

since Chaney and Hyde o¤ered their support.

(30) a. We didn’t start a band because I was a black guy and Mark

was a white guy. We started a band because we were good
friends. (CB)

b. AWe didn’t start a band since/as/for I was a black guy and

Mark was a white guy.

A second set of di¤erences, traditionally known as ‘main clause phe-
nomena’ (Hooper and Thompson 1973; Verstraete 2004) relates to the in-

ternal structure of the clauses. As-clauses, since-clauses and for-clauses

are much freer in the rhetorical manipulations they allow to their internal

structure than because-clauses. Causal since-clauses, for instance, can use

modal verbs to mark the speaker’s perspective on the state of a¤airs

being described, as with epistemic may in (31) below, and they allow

information-structural reorderings like the preposing of negative ele-

ments, as in (32) below. For-clauses have the same possibilities and can
even go one step further, because they can also use non-declarative mood

types, like the interrogative in (33c) below. Because-clauses, on the other

hand, usually (but see below) do not allow rhetorical manipulation, as
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shown in (34c). The same applies to after-clauses: if we try to introduce

modal verbs marking the speaker’s perspective in (35), or if we try to in-

troduce preposed negative elements, the resulting structures become un-

acceptable, as shown in (35a) and (35b).

(31) Since this may be the last Superman drawing I ever make, due to

the condition of my eyes, I have decided to keep the original. (CB)
(32) When my children ask, I have to look up the old formulas, since

not once in 25 years have I applied them in real life. (CB)

(33) a. Competitiveness ensures that a hunter’s search will never be

ended, for there may always be a bigger horn, a better skin.

(CB)

b. And were one to listen to the BBC ‘news’ for a dissenting voice

on the ‘election’, then you would have listened in vain, for not

a single voice was heard that disturbed the prevailing illusion.
(IC)

c. While the children will be looked after materially, they will suf-

fer emotionally, for what is life without a loving mother. (CB)

(34) a. Ms Fujiwara said many Japanese became ill because they

worked too hard and neglected their health.

b. ?Many Japanese became ill because didn’t they work too hard.

c. ?Many Japanese became ill because not once did they rest.

(35) a. ?After the action group may/must have written to the chair-
man, the o‰cials agreed to meet them.

b. ?The action group decided to take more serious action after not

once did they receive a reply from the o‰cials.

The analysis of because actually requires some more comment, as there

is one type of because-clause that does allow rhetorical manipulation, as

shown in (36) below where the because-clause has interrogative mood.

The existence of such structures does not invalidate the distinction be-
tween the two basic types of causality, however, because there is clear

constructional evidence that (36) is distinct from the standard types of be-

cause illustrated in (37), and that it actually belongs with as, since and for.

If we go back to the criteria of external structure, for instance, structures

like (36) do not allow clefting and cannot serve as an answer to a why-

question (see further in Verstraete 2004), while standard because-clauses

like (37) easily allow these operations, as illustrated in the contrast be-

tween (36b) and (37b). In other words, the availability of two types of
because-clauses further confirms the existence of two basic categories of

causal markers that behave di¤erently, both in terms of their internal

and external structure.
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(36) a. I can’t deport her because where would I send her? If I sent her

to Britain, for example, they would put her on the next plane

back.

b. *It is because where would I send her that I can’t deport her.

c. ?Why can’t you deport her? I can’t deport her because where

would I send her.

(37) a. Ms Fujiwara said many Japanese became ill because they
worked too hard and neglected their health.

b. It is because they work too hard that many Japanese become

ill.

c. Why do many Japanese become ill? They become ill because

they work too hard.

What do these syntactic di¤erences between the two types of causal

markers show? In our interpretation (see further in Verstraete 2004, 2005
for more detailed argumentation), this situation is similar to that de-

scribed for attitudinal adjectives, in that it reflects a distinction between

elements that play a role in grounding and their counterparts that do

not. The divergent availability of internal rhetorical modification and

the divergent potential of focusability, wh-questioning and scope of nega-

tion show that causal as, since, and for introduce a causal clause that is

independent from its main clause and has its own function in speaker-

interlocutor interaction, i.e., its structure is something along the lines
of (I assert X, I say it is caused by Y) (see also Goethals 2002). The

because-type, on the other hand, is part of a complex proposition formed

by main clause and secondary clause, falling within the scope of the

speech act marked on the main clause (I assert [X is caused by Y]). In

other words, although both categories denote causal relations, the as/

since/for-category is enriched by an ‘I say’ component, as reflected in

the availability of grounding mechanisms like mood, modality and infor-

mation structure, whereas the because/after-category is plain descriptive
cause, as reflected in the absence of grounding mechanisms.

The importance of the speaker in as-, since-, and for-clauses, and their

independence from the main clause, is indirectly confirmed by the fact

that these clauses cannot themselves be focused, questioned or fall within

the scope of negation within the larger complex sentence, as shown in

(27)–(30) above. Focusing a causal clause implies bringing it within the

scope of the speech act of the main clause, and therefore treating it as

part of a complex proposition subject to one single speech act (see fur-
ther Verstraete 2004) rather than as an interactively independent unit. As

with attitudinal adjectives, a function ancillary to grounding precludes be-

ing focused as part of the content of the structure, whether it be in the
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propositional content of a clause or in the type specification of an NP.

Causal clauses with because and after, on the other hand, do not have

the properties that define since-clauses as causal clauses within direct con-

trol of the speaker: they do not allow rhetorical modification to mark the

speaker’s perspective on the situation described as the cause of the main

clause, and they can easily be focused.

Di¤erences like these show that even if the whole category of causal
conjunctions can be regarded as more subjective than temporal ones (as

in Traugott’s analysis), they show clearly definable grammatical di¤er-

ences that point towards a further di¤erence in speaker-involvement. If

we reformulate this distinction in terms of Langacker’s cognitive grammar

model, as, since and for do not just mark a causal relation between main

clause and secondary clause, but also carry their own grounding in that

the cause they introduce is directly linked to the speaker’s here-and-now,

and not a part of the proposition of the main clause. The di¤erence in
speaker-involvement of the two categories is actually further confirmed

by the fact that the second category allows for the causal clause to com-

ment not just on the propositional content of the speech act in the main

clause, as in (31)–(33) above, but also on the speech act itself, as in (38)

below (see further in Davies 1979 and Sweetser 1990, who first described

this phenomenon in detail).

(38) Since you’re here anyway, would you mind returning these books

to the library on your way back?

Although the distinction between content-related and speech act-related

readings is a di¤erent one from the distinction discussed here, the two are

not unrelated, in the sense that one is a precondition for the other: speech

act readings are restricted to the as/since/for model. Specifically, such

speech act-related readings are only possible if the causal clause is not it-

self part of the propositional content of the main clause, but forms a sep-

arate unit that has its own grounding, and can therefore serve to com-
ment on any aspect of the main clause, including its speech act value.

4. Conclusion

To conclude, our discussion so far has shown that there are at least three

distinct categories of phenomena that have been associated with the con-

cept of subjectivity. One is what we would call ‘pragmatic subjectivity’,

which is inherent in language use and is independent of the semantics of
a particular expression. The choice of an expression with its specific con-

strual of reality is necessarily based in the speaker’s perspective: calling

somebody honest, tall or freckled always involves the perspective of the
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speaker using that particular expression and his or her reasons for doing

so. This type of view is obviously a defining characteristic of most cogni-

tive and functional approaches to meaning, but it is important to keep in

mind that it has consequences for our understanding of subjectivity: the

pragmatic subjectivity inherent in the use of any expression is not to be

confused with speaker-relatedness as a semantic feature of a particular

expression.
In contrast to this pragmatic subjectivity, we have distinguished two

types of what we could call ‘semantic subjectivity’—semantic because in

these cases subjectivity is not a matter of the speaker’s use of an expres-

sion and his or her motivations for using it, but of the expression’s inher-

ent meaning. Following a distinction made by Halliday and Hasan (1976)

and Halliday (1994), one type of subjectivity functions in the ‘ideational’

component of the utterance, and another type functions in the ‘interper-

sonal’ component. As argued by Halliday, all utterances are structured
along more than one level of functional organization: one of these, the

ideational level, deals with the representation of the extralinguistic and

extra-discursive world, while the other, the interpersonal level, deals with

the positioning of the speaker with respect to this representation and his

or her interaction with the interlocutor. In what follows, we will explain

in more detail how this distinction relates to subjectivity, but in general

we can say that it roughly corresponds to the distinction between locu-

tionary and illocutionary components in traditional speech act philoso-
phy (Searle 1969), and the distinction between type specification and

grounding in cognitive grammar (Langacker 1990).

What we propose to call ideational subjectivity involves the description

of a content ‘‘situated in the speaker’s subjective belief-state/attitude to-

ward the situation’’, as Traugott and Dasher (2002) put it in their defini-

tion of subjectification. We agree that this establishes a useful semantic

category, both in synchronic and in diachronic analysis, in that it distin-

guishes between concepts corresponding to phenomena with a di¤erent
ontological status. This is most clearly the case for the evaluative senses

marked by leuk (‘pleasant’) and dom (‘bloody, cursed’): they are literally

internal to the speaker because they refer to the speaker’s attitudes,

whereas the historically prior senses of ‘lukewarm’ and ‘unable to speak’

correspond to things ‘out there’. The causality expressed by since, on the

other hand, may seem more problematic because it does not refer to a

psychological state but can be perceived as corresponding to a relation

outside the speaker. In comparison to the historically prior temporal
sense, however, it requires a stronger interpretive input by the speaker be-

cause it cannot be directly perceived, as also suggested by Traugott (1995)

and Traugott and König (1991).
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The reason why we think it is necessary to go beyond the existing liter-

ature and propose a further distinction between ideational and interper-

sonal types of subjectivity, is that a meaning situated in the speaker’s

beliefs and attitudes may still figure either in the content of the utter-

ance, i.e., what is described, or in the way the speaker takes an inter-

active position with respect to that content. If we take leuk (‘pleasant’)

and dom (‘bloody, cursed’), for instance, both elements are equally sub-
jective in an ideational sense in that they describe attitudes internal to

the speaker, but they figure in functionally very distinct components of

the noun phrase. Using leuk with a noun, as in leuke mensen (‘pleasant

people’), serves to create a category of ‘pleasant people’ that can be pre-

dicated of a group of individuals. By contrast, using dom with a noun, as

in domme toeristen (‘bloody tourists’), does not create a category referring

to a particular type of tourists. Although it also denotes an attitude, this

attitude does not serve as a basis for subcategorizing the general type
‘tourist’: instead, dom enacts the speaker’s negative stance towards an

instance of this category, just like use of an epistemic modal enacts

the speaker’s assessment of plausibility or mood enacts illocutionary

force. That this semantic contrast is real is reflected in the syntactic cri-

teria we discussed. The divergent behaviour with respect to gradability,

modification, predicability and coordination is a direct indication of a

subcategorizing function for leuk, and the absence of such a function

for dom. Gradability, modification and conjunction with other adjectives
are means to manipulate the content of the adjective in order to pick out

a modified subcategory, while predicability shows that the same prop-

erty can also be attributed in a clause-level construction. The divergent

behaviour with respect to focusability, wh-interrogation and negative

scope are indirect reflections of the same functional di¤erence: if an adjec-

tive serves to enact the speaker’s stance rather than singling out a sub-

category, it cannot be a target of operations that function on the idea-

tional level. Focus, interrogation and negation all serve to pick out some
aspect of content, either by highlighting it or denying it, and therefore do

not apply to adjectives that enact speaker’s attitudes rather than describ-

ing them.

The same type of interpersonal subjectivity can be distinguished for

causal conjunctions. As, since, for, because and after are all equally sub-

jective in an ideational sense because they can denote causal relations, but

as, since and for make an additional contribution to the interpersonal

component of the complex sentence. The fact that they cannot be fo-
cused, interrogated and negated from the perspective of the main clause

shows that they are not part of the propositional content of that main

clause. By contrast, the fact that they allow various types of internal
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rhetorical manipulation shows that they establish their own speech act in

speaker-interlocutor interaction, independent of that of the main clause.

In this sense, they belong to a functionally di¤erent component of the

complex sentence structure than because and after, not only denoting cau-

sality but also introducing this causal relation in the performance of a dis-

tinct speech act.

Over and above the similarities, there is also an interesting di¤erence
between the two case studies: dom in its interpersonally subjective sense

merely involves positioning of the speaker with respect to a content,

whereas the interpersonally subjective construction with as/since/for not

only functions in speaker-positioning but also involves interaction with

the interlocutor, because the clause introduced by the conjunction repre-

sents a separate speech act in discourse. In this sense, the term interper-

sonal provides a useful generalization over the non-ideational types of

subjectivity: in its original use, it referred both to the positioning of
the speaker (‘‘[the speaker’s] attitudes and judgments’’, Halliday and

Hasan 1976: 27) and to his or her interaction with the interlocutor (‘‘[the

speaker’s] encoding of the role relationships in the situation’’, ibid. 27).

This dual perspective, involving both positioning and interaction, is in

fact reminiscent of the distinction between subjectivity and intersubjectiv-

ity recently developed, for instance, in the work of Traugott and Dasher

(2002: 21–23).

The distinction between the three types of subjectivity is summarized in
Table 1, organized in terms of the three traditional aspects of the linguis-

tic sign, i.e., use, meaning, and form. Pragmatic subjectivity is a matter of

the speaker’s use of a linguistic sign, whereas semantic subjectivity is a

matter of its meaning, further subdivided into ideational and interper-

sonal aspects of meaning, each with its own formal reflections.

Table 1. Types of subjectivity
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In diachronic analysis, the scheme in Table 1 o¤ers a set of possible—

but not necessary—pathways of semantic development. Pragmatic sub-

jectivity need not always end up as semantic subjectivity, and even if there

is a development towards semantic subjectivity, the end result need not be

interpersonal subjectivity. A case in point for the first restriction is the

distinction between the causal readings of since and after, one of which

is semanticized and the other is not. An example of the second restriction
is the distinction between dom and leuk, both of which developed seman-

tic subjectivity, but only one of which is interpersonal.

At the same time, the categories developed can be used as a heuristic

tool to classify other putative instances of subjectivity and subjectification.

Specifically, di¤erent classes of elements that have been described as sub-

jectified in the literature can actually be shown to belong to di¤erent cate-

gories in our typology. For example, if we look at the often-discussed class

of discourse markers (e.g., Traugott and Dasher 2002: 152–189), the syn-
tactic features that distinguish them from their diachronic precursors (VP

adverbs) are strikingly similar to the syntactic features that characterize

interpersonally subjective elements: as a discourse marker, an expression

like in the end (e.g., In the end, who is using who?) cannot be focused, ne-

gated, or undergo any of the operations available for ideationally subjec-

tive items. By contrast, several types of complex prepositions have also

been shown to involve subjectification (e.g., Schwenter and Traugott

1995), but they retain the features that are characteristic of ideational sub-
jectivity, such as the ability to be negated or focused. Consider an item like

in spite of, which semantically establishes a rhetorical relation, but can still

be negated and focused (as in Philip Roth manages to be erotic and funny

not in spite of the domestic settings in which his characters’ sexual experi-

ences take place, but often because of them [CB]). What this shows is that

the syntactic criteria proposed in our typology have more general relevance

as reflexes of finer semantic distinctions within the domain of subjectivity.

Specifically, the criteria indicate that discourse markers like in the end

function in the build-up of speaker-interlocutor interaction, by guiding

the interlocutor in his or her processing of the unfolding discourse, while

the function of complex prepositions like in spite of lies not in managing

speaker-interlocutor interaction, but in depicting a rhetorical, speaker-

imposed perspective on reality that is part and parcel of the content of

the message. Thus, the distinctions proposed here may serve as a tool to

counteract the ‘bleaching’ that has a¤ected the concepts of subjectivity

and subjectification in their increasingly frequent use in the literature.
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Notes
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1. Examples taken from the Collins Cobuild corpus (marked CB) are reproduced here with

the kind permission of HarperCollins.

2. Note that this may also explain why Traugott (1995) objects against Langacker’s view of

subjectification as ‘bleaching’: her central question is how the speaker enters into the se-

mantics of an expression, whereas Langacker’s is whether the speaker, when present, is

profiled by explicit mention or not. Some cognitive linguists take this even further, like

Kemmer (1995) and to a lesser degree Carey (1995), who treat any unprofiled relation-

ship between discourse elements as subjectively construed, even if they are not related to

the ground.

3. The Netherlands Dutch equivalent would be the adjective stom, which, interestingly, un-

derwent an entirely parallel development from ‘unable to speak’ over ‘unintelligent’ to

‘bloody, cursed’.

4. The subjective value of leuk and dom in their most recent uses is formally reflected in the

positions they take in relation to other adjectives in the noun phrase. In Dutch, as in

various other languages, there is a tendency for adjectives with more subjective mean-

ings to occur to the left of adjectives with more objective meanings—that is, subjective

adjectives are positioned towards the determiner end of the noun phrase (see e.g., Adam-

son 2000; Vandelanotte 2002). Both subjective leuk and dom show this leftward pat-

terning, for instance in een leuke vriendelijke jonge kerel (‘a nice friendly young chap’)

or een domme arrogante jonge kerel (‘a stupid arrogant young guy’), both of which

may count as unmarked sequences, with leuk and dom positioned immediately after the

determiner.

5. Although subjective dom does not fall within the scope of ordinary negation, it can be

the target of metalinguistic negation, which puts linguistic coding itself on-stage. Thus,

a variant of (20a) can be conceived in which the speaker reacts to an interlocutor’s ques-

tion, taking o¤ence (or pretending to) to the latter’s choice of words: A: Is jouw zus ook

al een domme advocaat? B: Mijn zus is geen domme advocaat. Advocaat is een nobel ber-

oep. (‘A: Is your sister another cursed lawyer? B: My sister is not a cursed lawyer. Being

a lawyer is an honourable profession.’).

6. A clause introduced by after obviously cannot be questioned with why, but this is not a

reflection of a syntactic di¤erence, only a consequence of the fact that the causal mean-

ing is not semanticized.
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